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USD/INR: A cocktail of rising COVID cases in Europe, a clear second wave and news of major global banks in-

volved in illegal money flows Overnight US stock markets cracked between 1%-3% but at least in Asia today,

there is not much of follow through selling. SGX Nifty is indicating a flat open. JP Morgan has opted not to in-

clude India's government bonds in one of its flagship emerging market indexes after investors cited ongoing

problems with capital controls, custody and settlement and other operational snags. Indian bonds will remain

in the "off-index, but under review for inclusion" category. It is estimated that if included, Indian bonds can

secure a weightage of nearly 10% of the index. This news may hurt the positive sentiments in bond and Rupee

market.

VIEW: USDINR Sept futures may open lower around 73.48 levels. Broader structure, which is relevant for posi-

tional traders, remains downward. Having said that, the longer the risk aversion persists, USDINR can attempt a

short squeeze move towards 73.80/74.00 levels.

TRADE: Positional trade remains to sell on rise with stop above 74.10 on a closing basis for September futures.

Target 72.50. Short term traders, can look to short 73.50 straddle, Sept end, fetching 43 paise, with SL above 60.

EUR: In Europe the second wave is gathering intensity.  Daily new cases in some of the major economies are

either near the March-April peak or above it. These numbers triggered a series of tighter social restrictions in

Europe. Even Germany, which has not seen a significant uptick in virus cases tightened mask and contact regu-

lations in a bid to prevent a broader spread in Munich. The good news remains the low mortality rates, com-

pared to the first wave and as long as that number remains low, chances of stringent lockdowns remain low as

well. As a result, economic activity will get impacted but not as much as it would have been if these countries

resort to nationwide lockdowns.

EUR/USD: Yesterday EURUSD bounced from 1.1726 levels. View remains to buy the decline but with stop below

1.1690 levels. Target remains 1.19 and then 1.20 levels. Nevertheless, in case of a sustained trading below

1.1690, this pair can fall towards 1.1500 levels.

EUR/INR: Trend remains downward. Sell on rise with stop above 87.25 levels. Target 85.50.

GBP: GBP is facing a triple whammy: rising COVID cases, which is now set to cross the April peak, impasse in the

trade negotiations with EU and risk of negative rates from Bank of England. Add to this the sell-off in equity

markets. Hence, no surprise GBPUSD has fallen from above 1.33 towards 1.2760 levels.

GBP/USD: The sell on rise tactics played off as the pair touched the levels of 1.2770. It has bounced and is trad-

ing near 1.2820 levels. Fresh selling can be avoided. We can sell if the pair breaks under 1.2750 levels. The

ongoing counter trend bounce can pull the pair above 1.2900 levels.

GBP/INR: One can attempt long nesr 94.10/15 with stop below 93.90. Target 95.00. Neverthless, incase of a

breach of 93.90, reverse to short, for a target of 93.25.

JPY: USD/JPY: The broader downtrend is intact below 105.50. I have bearish since 107.00 levels and continue to

be so. USDJPY needs to break below 104.00 to accelerate towards 103.00 handle.

JPY/INR: Trend remains upward here. As long as the pair holds above 70.00 levels on a closing basis, one can

buy the dip for a target of 71.10/30 zone.
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